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Abstract. We present long slit spectra for a magnitude
limited sample of 35 E and S0 galaxies of the Coma cluster.
The high quality of the data allowed us to derive spatially
resolved spectra for a substantial sample of Coma galaxies
for the rst time. From these spectra we obtained rota-
tion curves, the velocity dispersion proles and the H3
and H4 coecients of the Hermite decomposition of the
line of sight velocity distribution. Moreover, we derive the
radial line index proles of Mg, Fe and H line indices
out to R  1re − 3re with high signal-to-noise ratio. We
describe the galaxy sample, the observations and data re-
duction, and present the spectroscopic database. Ground-
based photometry for a subsample of 8 galaxies is also
presented.
The Coma cluster is one of the richest known clusters
of galaxies, spanning about 4 decades in density. Hence it
is the ideal place to study the structure of galaxies as a
function of environmental density in order to constrain
the theories of galaxy formation and evolution. Based on
the spectroscopic database presented, we will discuss these
issues in a series of future papers.
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? Tables 1 and 4 are also available in electronic form at the
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1. Introduction
This is the rst of a series of papers aiming at investi-
gating the stellar populations, the radial distribution and
the dynamics of early-type galaxies as a function of the
environmental density. Spanning about 4 decades in den-
sity, the Coma cluster is the ideal place to perform such a
study.
We describe ground-based photometry performed to
select the outer sample in Sect. 2. The whole spectroscopic
sample and its selection properties are discussed in Sect. 3.
The spectroscopic observations and data reduction are de-
scribed in Sect. 4. The spectroscopic database is presented
in Sect. 5 and the comparisons with the literature are dis-
cussed in Sect. 6. Conclusions are drawn in Sect. 7.
2. Photometric observations and data reduction
The most uniform CCD photometry of the inner square
degree of the Coma cluster is provided by Jrgensen &
Franx (1994, JF94). The sample Lucey et al. (1991) inves-
tigated, is not complete, while the observations of Andreon
et al. (1996, 1997) have been performed partially in very
bad seeing conditions.
No CCD photometry of similar quality and uniformity
as the data of JF94 exists for the galaxies of the outer
region of the Coma cluster. Since one special issue of this
project is to investigate the structure of galaxies as a func-
tion of their environmental density, complementary pho-
tometry was needed in the outer regions of the Coma
cluster. Therefore we selected the 20 galaxies brighter
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than b26:5 = 15:0 mag and with projected distances larger
than 40 arcmin from the cluster center from the (photo-
graphic) catalogue of Godwin et al. (1983, GMP83). For
these galaxies we obtained Kron-Cousins Rc band CCD
surface photometry at the 1.3 m telescope of the MDM
observatory in March 1995. We used a Loral 2048  2048
chip with a scaling of 0:50800 per pixel and observed the
galaxies for 500 s with a PSF of 1:5 − 200. Sky subtrac-
tion, cosmic ray elimination via a  −  clipping proce-
dure and the removal of foreground stars were performed
with MIDAS packages. Following Bender & Mo¨llenho
(1987, BM87) the surface brightness prole of the galax-
ies were obtained by tting the isophotes with ellipses.
Furthermore the deviations from ellipses were studied by
means of Fourier series expansions (see BM87)1. The re-
sulting fourth cosine coecients a4 indicate boxy (neg-
ative values) or disky isophotes (positive values). Based
on surface brightness, ellipticity, the a4 and a6 proles as
well as visual inspection eight of the investigated objects
were classied to be early-type galaxies. The results of the
isophotal shape analysis of these 8 galaxies are shown in
Fig. 1 and listed in Tables 5 to 12 in Appendix A.
Also based on surface brightness, ellipticity and a4 pro-
les as well as visual inspection of the CCD frames we
classied the remaining 11 late-type galaxies as follows.
S0/Sa: GMP3273; Sa: GMP1900, GMP2544, GMP2987,
GMP5006, GMP6523; Sb: GMP3837, GMP6339; SB0:
GMP5886; SBa: GMP6265; SBb: GMP5437. The data of
these galaxies will be presented and discussed in a sepa-
rate paper.
In order to be comparable to the data from JF94 we
derived the luminosity weighted mean of a4
ha4i :=
R amax
amin
I  a4 daR amax
amin
I da
; (a { the semi-major axis) (1)
for the 8 early-type galaxies of the observed sample. The
integration is done from amin = 1:500 to the maximum
semi-major axis amax at which a4 could be determined
(see Tables 5 to 12). ha4i as well as the ellipticity at re of
these 8 objects is listed in Table 1 (Nos. 28{35). According
to BM87 the typical errors of a4 and  are 0.2% and 0.005,
respectively.
For 5 of the 8 early-type galaxies in the outer sample
HST V band surface photometry is available (Principal
Investigator: John Lucey; Proposal ID: 5997). Because our
data were taken in non-photometric nights we used these
HST images to determine the V band zero-point and cal-
ibrated our R-band frames applying a typical colour for
elliptical galaxies V − RKC = 0:6 mag (Poulain & Nieto
1994, PN94). The scatter in V − RKC = 0:07 mag and
dominates the error in the zero point, while the accuracy
due to the HST photometry is about 0.01 mag (Holtzman
1 In fact all Fourier coecients ai and bi derived by BM87
are normalized to the semi-major axis a. Instead of writing
ai=a and bi=a we use the short form ai and bi thoughout the
text.
et al. 1995). For the remaining 3 galaxies (GMP0756,
1176, 1990) we computed the zero-point using the b mag-
nitudes inside the 26.5 mag/arcsec2 surface brightness
isophote as given by GMP83, adopting their mean b − r
colours. Their r band magnitudes are approximately equal
to the Johnson R. To convert this Johnson R in Kron-
Cousins magnitudes we used the colour equations given by
Fernie (1983): (V − R)J = 0:034(0:05) + 1:364(0:016)
(V − R)KC. Since V is the same in both systems and
V − RKC = 0:6 mag from PN94, this yields to RKC =
RJ + 0:25 (0:06). The accuracy of the zero-point is lim-
ited by the error given by GMP83 to be  mag = 0.15 mag.
Total magnitudes mT, half luminosity radii re and the
surface brightness SBe at re were derived using the al-
gorithm of Saglia et al. (1997a), which optimally ts the
(circularly averaged) surface brightness proles as a sum
of seeing convolved r1=4 and exponential components and
corrects for sky subtraction errors. Saglia et al. (1997b)
showed that the systematic errors due to the extrapola-
tion method, sky subtraction and seeing convolution for
the total magnitudes mT < 0:15 mag and for the eec-
tive radius is re < 10%. On the other hand the deviations
that are introduced by using circular apertures instead of
elliptical ones are signicantly smaller (mT < 0:05 mag
for  < 0:5; see Saglia et al. 1997a).
Finally, the values of the total magnitude mT and
the surface brightness SB have been corrected for galac-
tic extinction and K { correction has also been applied.
We have used the B band galactic extinction determined
by Burstein & Heiles (1984). For GMP 0144, GMP 5568
and GMP 5975 AB = 0.03 mag and can be converted to
the R band using AR = 0:58AB (Seaton 1979). For the
remaining ve galaxies the same extinction is assumed.
The K-correction was provided by Rocca-Volmerange &
Guiderdoni (1988, KR = 0.028 mag). The surface bright-
ness was also corrected for cosmological (1+z)4 dimming.
Table 1 shows the derived photometric parameter RcT ,
hSBei and re for the 8 observed early-type Galaxies in
the outer part of the Coma cluster (Nos. 28{35).
Five of the 8 early type galaxies identied here were al-
ready previously observed by Lucey et al. (1991, Letal91).
For four objects (Nos. 28, 29, 33, 35) the dierences
from our derived magnitudes are lower than the system-
atic errors (0.15 mag) described above. Only for galaxy
No. 34 (GMP 5568) the dierence is larger (0.75 mag),
but Letal91 state that their photometric parameters are
poorly dened. Their derived eective radii tend to be
smaller than the values derived in this paper, since Letal91
tted the surface brightness prole only with an r1=4 law,
neglecting any exponential component. Nevertheless the
mean dierence of the quantity log re − 0:3hSBei (see
Saglia et al. 1997b) is negligible (0.03) and showing a scat-
ter of only 0.01. Hence there is no systematic zeropoint
oset the two dataset.
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Fig. 1. The results of the isophote shape analysis of the CCD photometry of the 8 early type galaxies with D > 400 and
b26:5 < 13 mag. The plots to the left show (from top to bottom) the R-band surface brightness, the a3=a; a4=a; a6=a coecients
as a function of the 1/4 power of the semi-major axis distance a in arcsec. The surface brightness is shown along the major
(upper prole) and the minor axis (lower prole). The plots to the right show (from top to bottom) the position angle, the
ellipticity and the coecients b3=a; b4=a; b6=a
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Fig. 1. continued
3. The galaxy sample
For the inner square degree of the Coma cluster we se-
lected 27 early-type galaxies from the complete catalogue
of JF94. E and S0 galaxies were selected separately ac-
cordingly to the following strategy:
{ The three cD galaxies (GMP 3329/NGC 4874,
GMP 2921/NGC 4889, GMP 4928/NGC 4839);
{ The rst four most luminous E and S0s;
{ One E and one S0 every three going down the lumi-
nosity function to RKCT = 14 mag;
{ All E/S0 intermediate types down to RKCT =
14:06 mag.
For the outer region of the cluster (D  400) we selected
all and 8 early type galaxies identied in Sect. 2 of this
paper.
Table 1 lists all galaxies of the selected spectroscopic
sample and their photometric properties. Numeros 1{
27 correspond to the inner sample: The photometric to-
tal gunn r magnitude from JK94 is converted to Kron-
Cousins RKCT using RKC = r− 0:35 (see Jrgensen 1994;
J94). Additionally the seeing corrected values for the ef-
fective radius re and the mean surface brightness hSBei
inside re from Jrgensen et al. (1995a, JFK95a) are listed.
Dierent to BM87’s approach, JK94 derived the fourth
cosine coecients c4 normalized to the equivalent radius
r =
p
ab where a and b are the semi-major and -minor
axes. Hence the relation between a4, which is normalized
to the semi-major axis, and c4 is
a4 = c4 
p
1− ; (2)
where a4, c4, and  are the Fourier coecients and the el-
lipticity at the current semi-major axis, respectively. Since
JK94 only give the intensity weighted hc4i values and
the ellipticity re at re we could not derive the intensity
weighted ha4i values by combining Eqs. (1, 2). Instead
we converted the available hc4i values into ha4i using the
relation
ha4i = hc4i 
p
1− re ; (3)
which are listed in Table 1. For galaxies with  = 0.1 to 0.8
and a4 = −0:8 to +0.9 we tested how well this conversion
works. It turned out that the dierence of ha4i derived by
Eq. (3) on the one side and by combining Eqs. (1, 2) on
the other side is smaller than 0.02% on the mean, which
is much smaller than the typical error of ha4i. re from
JK94 and the galaxy type given from D80 are also given
in Table 1. Numeros 28{35 of Table 1 correspond to the
outer sample and contain the parameter derived in Sect. 2
for the 8 identied early-type galaxies.
Comparison with the catalogue of JF94 shows that our
inner sample (Nos. 1{27 in Table 1) is complete to RKCT =
12:63 mag and 42% complete in the range 12:63 mag <
RKCT < 14:06 mag corresponding to a limiting absolute
magnitude of MR > −21:73 mag (H0 = 50 Mpc/km s−1
and czCMB = 7200 km s−1). The outer sample (Nos. 28{35
in Table 1) is complete to RKCT = 13:21 mag. The mean
eective radius of the sample is hRei = 13:100, the average
eective surface brightness hSBei = 19:9 mag/arcsec2, the
mean ellipticity hi = 0:32; 40% of the galaxies have sig-
nicant disky (a4=a  +0:5) isophotes on the mean, while
only two objects (6%) have signicant boxy (a4=a  −0:5)
isophotes. The isophotes of the remaining 54% do not de-
viate signicantly from pure ellipses. The sample spans 3.1
decades in cluster density. Figure 2 shows the histogram
of galaxy types as a function of the projected cluster dis-
tance D. Figure 3 shows the magnitudes of the galaxies
as a function of D.
4. Spectroscopic observations and data reduction
Long-slit spectra centered on the 5170 A Mg triplet of
the galaxies were taken along their major axes. Table 2
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Table 1. The galaxies of the sample: GMP No., the number from GMP83; DN, numbers from Dressler (1980, D80); D, dis-
tance from the cluster center ( = 12:57.3;  = +28:14.40 (1950)) given by GMP83. Photometric parameter for object 1−27
(inner sample): RKCT , Kron-Cousin R band magnitude transformed from the Gunn r magnitudes quoted from JF94 using
RKCT = rT − 0:35 mag (see J94); re and hSBei, seeing corrected eective radius and mean surface brightness within re from
JFK95a; ha4i, luminosity weighted mean a4 parameter (dened by BM87) converted from the luminosity weighted mean hc4i
from JK94 as described in the text; re , ellipticity derived at re from JF94; type, galaxy classication from D80. Photometric
parameter for objects 28 − 35 (outer sample): RcT , Kron-Cousin R band magnitude; re, hSBei, a4, re and type derived from
the data described in Sect. 2. () photometric zero point determined with HST V band surface photometry (Proposal ID: 5997).
(4) photometric zero point determined with surface photometry from GMP83
No. GMP No. NGC/IC No. DN D RKCT re hSBei ha4i re Type
[00] [mag] [00] [mag/arcsec2 ] [%]
1 3329 NGC 4874 129 130.6 10.61 70.79 22.13 +0.1 0.141 D
2 2921 NGC 4889 148 304.8 10.64 33.88 20.64 -0.4 0.360 D
3 4928 NGC 4839 31 2528.4 11.45 29.51 21.18 0 0.426 E/S0 (D)
4 4822 NGC 4841A 240 2533.4 11.78 17.87 20.39 −0.4 0.157 E
5 1750 NGC 4926 49 2111.2 12.27 10.96 19.79 −0.1 0.132 E
6 2390 IC 4051 143 927.7 12.34 15.56 21.02 0 0.264 E
7 2795 NGC 4895 206 939.7 12.49 10.00 19.86 +0.9 0.599 S0
8 3792 NGC 4860 194 775.7 12.63 8.51 19.64 +0.2 0.161 E
9 2629 NGC 4896 232 1480.4 12.76 11.75 20.49 +0.7 0.424 S0
10 3561 NGC 4865 179 528.7 12.82 5.13 18.77 +0.6 0.429 S0
11 2000 NGC 4923 78 1480.8 12.86 8.51 19.88 +0.2 0.182 E
12 2413 - 230 1675.2 12.88 7.76 19.72 +0.5 0.405 S0
13 4829 NGC 4840 46 2184.3 12.93 6.46 19.35 +0.5 0.163 E/S0
14 3510 NGC 4869 105 359.6 12.93 7.59 19.75 +0.2 0.112 E
15 2417 NGC 4908 167 916.7 12.97 7.08 19.60 −0.2 0.322 S0/E
16 2440 IC 4045 168 945.9 13.24 4.37 18.79 +0.9 0.330 E
17 3414 NGC 4871 131 208.6 13.27 8.32 20.24 +1.1 0.410 S0
18 4315 NGC 4850 137 1104.0 13.36 4.68 19.07 +0.2 0.212 E/S0
19 3073 NGC 4883 175 271.4 13.36 6.91 19.91 +0.4 0.224 S0
20 1853 - 190 1674.6 13.45 4.27 18.96 +4.9 0.558 S0
21 3201 NGC 4876 124 210.2 13.51 5.13 19.47 0 0.297 E
22 3661 - 13 2087.8 13.67 5.25 19.57 +0.3 0.264 S0
23 4679 - 75 1756.8 13.71 12.02 21.52 +2.6 0.789 S0
24 3352 NGC 4872 130 170.3 13.75 3.02 18.53 +0.6 0.054 E/S0
25 2535 IC 4041 145 742.0 13.81 7.41 20.52 +0.4 0.443 S0
26 3958 IC 3947 72 971.3 14.00 3.31 19.00 +1.6 0.323 E
27 2776 - 39 1567.4 14.06 5.76 20.25 +0.3 0.177 S0/E
28 0144 NGC 4957 { 4574.0 12.16 18.44 20.38 +0.4 0.256 E
29 0282 NGC 4952 { 5849.3 12.03 14.11 19.67 +0.9 0.315 E
30 0756 NGC 4944 { 33294 12.484 11.68 19.71 +0.7 0.657 S0
31 1176 NGC 4931 { 2601.1 13.214 7.40 19.45 +3.1 0.552 S0
32 1990 - { 4413.1 12.784 9.45 19.55 −0.6 0.485 E/S0
33 5279 NGC 4827 { 3737.1 12.33 13.61 19.90 +0.1 0.205 E
34 5568 NGC 4816 { 2937.6 11.50 55.72 22.13 −0.1 0.284 S0
35 5975 NGC 4807 { 3764.5 12.89 6.67 18.91 −0.8 0.170 E
describes the setups used during the 6 runs of observations
at the 2.4 m telescope of the Michigan-Dartmouth-M.I.T.
(MDM) observatory at Kitt Peak, the 2.7 m telescope at
Mc Donald observatory (McD) and the 3.5 m telescope of
the German-Spanish Astronomical Center on Calar Alto
(CA). Table 3 gives the log of the observations. Depending
on the telescope the seeing was either measured by a seeing
monitor or by measuring the point spread function (PSF)
of a star image in the beginning of the night and control-
ling it via the guiding probe. The seeing listed in Table 3
is the worst value measured for the individual exposures.
As we also needed \velocity standard" stars to determine
the kinematical parameters of the galaxies, we obtained
spectra for several G9 to K1 { giant template stars for all
three setups. To make sure that the illumination across
the slit was uniform and like in the galaxies we trailed
and wiggled the stars across the slit. This ensured that the
instrumental broadening was always the same in the stars
as in the galaxies. For the kinematic analysis itself we -
nally only used spectra of HR 6817 (K1III) and HD 172401
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Fig. 2. The distribution of galaxies as a function of the pro-
jected distance D from the cluster center. a) all galaxies; b)
Es; c) S0s; d) E/S0. Galaxies with D > 0.71 (dashed line)
belong to the outer Sample
(KOIII) both from Gonzales (1993, G93). Additionally we
observed the flux standard star G191B2B or HD 19228 to
calibrate the flux of the spectra before line strength in-
dices were derived. The standard reduction (bias & dark
subtraction, flat elding, wavelength calibration, cleaning
for cosmics, sky subtraction, correction for CCD misalign-
ment) was carried out with our own programs running
under the image processing package MIDAS provided by
ESO and which are described in details in Bender et al.
(1994, BSG94). Finally multiple exposures for one galaxy
were centered and summed up to increase the nal signal-
to-noise.
The pixel-to-pixel noise in the normalized flat eld is
< 0.2%. A sky subtraction better than 1% was achieved,
while the errors in the wavelength calibration were 
0:15 A. The variation of the spectral resolution with 
was also  0:15 A and stable during each observing run
(  0:05 A).
The quality of the nal spectrum { and hence the
resulting S=N { depends on the spectral resolution, the
eciency of the spectrograph as well as on the seeing
conditions. Figure 4 shows examples of central spectra
covering the 3 quality classes listed in Table 3 for the
dierent instrumental resolutions inst. The spectra
are averaged within the radius rL, which corresponds
to a circular standard aperture having a diameter of
2rA = 3:400 (see Sect. 5). For inst = 67.9 km s−1 (run
2, 3, 5, 6), the quality parameter is either 1 or 2, while
for inst = 129.4 km s−1 (run 1 & 4) it is only 2 or 3.
Because of the low instrumental resolution we excluded
the latter ones from having quality 1 by default.
Fig. 3. The total galaxy magnitude RKCT as a function of the
projected distance D from the galaxy center. Filled triangles
indicate cDs, open squares Es, open triangles S0s, open stars
E/S0s. Galaxies with D > 0.71 (vertical dotted line) belong
to the outer sample. The long-dashed line indicates the com-
pleteness limit of the inner sample (RKCT = 12:63; horizontal
dashed line)
In the next step the spectra were rebinned along the
slit (spatial direction) to achieve a minimum signal-to-
noise (S=N)  40/A at all radii (for details of the proce-
dure see BSG94). Of course the central pixels have higher
S=N (up to a factor of 5). Monte Carlo simulations de-
scribed by BSG94 showed that a minimum on S=N =
30− 40 is necessary to derive meaningful kinematical pa-
rameters with negligible systematic errors. As a nal step
of the pre-processing, the galaxy continuum was removed
by tting a forth to sixth order polynomial. We then deter-
mined the line-of-sight-velocity-distributions (LOSVDs)
by using the Fourier Correlation Quotient (FCQ) method
(Bender 1990), which provides the stellar rotational ve-
locities vrot, velocity dispersions  and rst orders of
asymmetric (H3) and symmetric (H4) deviations of the
LOSVDs from real Gaussian proles (van der Marel &
Franx 1993; Gerhard 1993; BSG94). As expected, we nd
that the FCQ method is little influenced by template mis-
matching (Bender 1990). Following BSG94, Monte Carlo
simulations were made to nd the best t-order for the
continuum and to check for systematic eects. It turns
out that for runs 2, 3, 5, and 6, which have high spectral
resolution there are no systematic errors for all kinematic
parameters. Even for runs 1 & 4, that have rather low
spectral resolution (129.4 km s−1), vrot,  and H3 do not
show any systematic errors. Only the derived H4 ampli-
tude for this setup turns out to be systematically negative
for S=N  80. At S=N = 40 the systematic error is −0:04
and hence is of the order of the error bars (see below). We
corrected for this systematic error using the dependence
of H4 on S=N delivered by the Monte Carlo simulations.
The error bars were derived from photon statistics and
CCD read-out noise and were calibrated via Monte Carlo
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Fig. 4. Example spectra averaged within a circular standard aperture (see text) covering the range of quality classes for dierent
instrumental resolutions: a) and b) show spectra with high instrumental resolution ( = 67.9 km s−1) having very good (1) and
good (2) quality. There are no spectra of quality worse than two for this instrumental resolutions. c) and d) show spectra with
low instrumental resolution ( = 129.4 km s−1) having good (2) and fair (3) quality. Because of the low instrumental resolution
we excluded the latter ones to have quality 1 by default. Note that the panels show relative flux and have a false zero point for
viewing convenience
simulations described by Gerhard et al. (1998): Noise is
added to template stars, broadened following the observed
values of H4 and , matching the power spectrum noise
to peak ratio of the galaxy. The accuracy of the estimated
error bars is about 20%.
Additionally we tested whether our estimated kine-
matic errors indeed reproduce the RMS scatter between
dierent exposures of the same galaxy. For all setups the
expected errors { derived via our Monte Carlo simulations
and shown in Fig. 6 { are of the order of the RMS. In fact
for most galaxies the errors were slightly larger than the
RMS by a factor of  1.2. In a few cases the estimated
errors were overestimated up to a factor of 2.
Mg, Fe and H line strength indices were derived fol-
lowing Faber et al. (1985) and Worthey (1992) from flux
calibrated spectra, rebinned radially as before. For the 11
galaxies observed with the MDM setup (run 1 and 4),
that covers a larger  range, we could in addition derive
the NaD line index proles. We corrected all measured in-
dices for velocity dispersion broadening and calibrated our
measurements to the Lick system using stars from Faber
et al. (1985). The errors are derived from photon statistics
and CCD read-out noise. As for the kinematic parameters
we tested whether our estimated errors indeed reproduce
the RMS scatter between dierent exposures of the same
galaxy. Again, for all setups the estimated errors { derived
via our Monte Carlo simulations and shown in Fig. 6 { are
of the order of the RMS. For most galaxies the errors were
slightly larger than the RMS by a factor of  1.2 and in
a few cases the estimated errors were overestimated up to
a factor of 2.
In the following we indicate the average Iron index
with hFei = (Fe5270+Fe5335)=2 (Gorgas et al. 1990) and
the usual combined Magnesium-Iron index with [MgFe] =p
MgbhFei (G93).
Some of the line index proles needed further treat-
ment. At small radii some of them show unreal features
caused by the varying focus of the spectrograph in the
dispersion direction. Following G93, this eect is only de-
tectable if the variation of the focus’ point spread func-
tion (PSF) is dominant compared to the atmospherical
seeing (FWHM). For some of the galaxies the focus vari-
ation was the dominant eect and we followed the pro-
cedure described in Mehlert et al. (1998, MSBW98) to
correct it. The Mg1 and Mg2 indices dened by Faber
et al. (1985) are aected most, because their pseudo con-
tinua are  200 A apart from the line windows. For all
the other line indices the continuum and line windows are
close to each other. H and the Fe indices are in the red
and blue part of the spectra and thus slightly aected,
while the Mgb index at the central wavelength is almost
unaected.
Recent investigations showed evidence for small
amount of ionized gas and dust in the interstellar medium
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(ISM) of many elliptical galaxies (e.g. Bregman et al.
1992; Goudfrooij et al. 1994). Consequently, the detection
of some emission (e.g. H, N, and O) in their spectra
is expected. Since the velocities of the stars and gas in
the galaxies may dier by up to 100 km s−1 (Bertola
et al. 1995) asymmetric contamination of line indices
is possible. In addition the dust and ionized gas show
a wide range of distribution: Smoothly along their ma-
jor/minor axis or in rather patchy or lamentary features
(Goudfrooij et al. 1994). If one wants to investigate the
stellar population of elliptical galaxies (as we are going to
do in Paper II) the contamination of H by emission is
especially crucial. Emission will weaken the age indicating
H absorption index and hence lead to an overestimate of
the age of the dominant stellar population (see Worthey
1994, W94). Simulations with the kinematical template
stars we used showed that we can detect emission in H
for equivalent width larger than about 0.3 A. Figure 5
shows examples of the strong (a) and weak (b) H emis-
sion seen in the our spectra. We will refer to these two
classes in the comments on the galaxies given in Sect. 5.
In particular Fig. 5a demonstrates how asymmetric H
emission can be. Since no OIII emission is detected in
this galaxy (GMP 4315) at all, these data illustrate that
it is impossible to correct for H emission via OIII as
suggested by G93.
Additionally Goudfrooij & Emsellem (1996) showed
that NI emission may influence the measured Mg indices
( Mgb up to 0.5 A and  Mg2 up to 0.03 mag). The in-
fluence of asymmetric NI emission can be seen in the Mgb
prole of GMP 2390 (galaxy 6 in Fig. 6).
5. The spectroscopic database
The plots of Fig. 6 show the kinematic and line index
proles of the 35 Coma galaxies. The line of sight mean
velocity v(r), line of sight velocity dispersion (r), third
(H3(r)) and fourth (H4(r)) order coecient of the Gauss-
Hermite decomposition of the line of sight velocity distri-
butions are given, as well as the proles of the line indices
Mgb, hFei, [MgFe] and H as a function of the radial dis-
tance r. All proles are folded with respect to the galaxy
center (v and H3 are folded antisymetrically). The radial
proles of the Mg2 index are only shown for data from run
3 and 6 (CA). No reasonable Mg2 proles could be derived
from the McDonald (run 2 and 5) and MDM (run 1 and
4) data since these spectra were strongly distorted by the
varying focus of the spectrograph and no satisfactory cor-
rection could be applied. For the 11 galaxies observed at
MDM the additionally derived NaD line index proles are
also show in Fig. 6. The shown H indices are not cor-
rected for emission as suggested by G93 (see Sect. 4). The
numerical values of these radial proles are also listed in
Tables 13 to 82 in Appendix B.
Dierent radial binnings for kinematic parameters and
line indices occur for two reasons: On the one hand we
Fig. 5. Examples of the two classes of H emission strength
detected in our spectra (solid line): a) strong and b) weak
emission. For comparison we also show the H absorption
line at the opposite sides of the galaxies, where no emission
is detected (dashed-dotted line). The vertical dashed lines in-
dicate the redshifted position of the H absorption window.
The arrow indicates the position of the detected emission. In
particular panel a) also shows the strong asymmetry of the
H absorption in GMP 4315. While strong H emission exists
at r = +2:8100, there is none at all at the opposite side of the
galaxy (r = −2:5700; dashed-dotted line). Since no OIII emis-
sion is detected in this galaxy at all, these data also demon-
strate, that it is not possible to correct for H emission via
OIII. Note that the panels show relative flux and have a false
zero point for viewing convenience
used dierent wavelength range for the kinematic and
the absorption index analysis. Hence a variation in the
radial dependent S=N and consequently a dierent ra-
dial binning could occur. Additionally, for some galaxies
the radial prole was focus corrected before deriving line
indices. This also influences the radial S=N and hence the
radial binning for the line index proles.
For all 27 galaxies of the inner sample Jrgensen (1999,
J99) lists aperture corrected, central  and Mg22 values
from her own observations and the literature inside a stan-
dard aperture of diameter of 2rA = 3:400. For 26 of this
galaxies she also gives equivalent central H indices as
2 As already mentioned we could only derive reasonable Mg2
proles for 8 galaxies.
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Table 2. Setups of the spectroscopic runs. The spectral resolutions in km s−1 were derived at the 5170 A Mg triplet
Run Date Telescope Detector  { range Scale Slit- spectral
Spectrograph [A] [00/pix] width resolution []
1 3/95 MDM TI: 1024  1024 4300{6540 0.777 1.700 2.23 A
4 3/96 2.4 m Mark III 129.4 km s−1
2 4/95 McD TI: 800  800 4850{5560 0.635 2.500 1.17 A
5 4/96 2.7 m LCS 67.9 km s−1
3 5/95 CA TI: 1024  1024 4730{5700 0.896 3.600 1.17 A
6 5/96 3.5 m TWIN/R 67.9 km s−1
well as equivalent central Mgb and <Fe> indices for 20
of them. Following Jrgensen et al. (1995b, JFK95b), we
converted the aperture radius rA in the \slit-equivalent"
radius rL using the formula rL = ( rA1:025 )
2 
2b , where b is
the slit width. With the given slit width in Table 3 rL is
1:200, 1:700 and 2:500 for the CA, McD and MDM setup,
respectively. Overplotted in Fig. 6 we show these aperture
corrected mean values from J99 at the \slit-equivalent"
radii rL. No central values are available for the 8 galaxies
of the outer sample. In Sect. 6 we will discuss the com-
parison of our data with those available in literature in
details.
Comments on the radial proles of some galaxies are
given in the following. Examples of the used classes of the
H emission strength are given in Fig. 5.
Comments on single galaxies:
(1) cD Galaxy GMP 3329 (NGC 4874): Weak, asymmet-
ric NI emission contaminates the Mgb index at r  500
− 800. Weak H emission contaminates the H absorption
index at r  800 − 1200. The mean H index from J99 is
signicantly lower compared to our prole.
(2) D Galaxy GMP 2921 (NGC 4889) Weak H emission
contaminates the H absorption index in the center and
at r  800. The Mgb peak at r  400 is real as well as
the dierences of the hFei index at dierent sides of the
galaxy. There is no evidence for further emission or sys-
tematic errors in the continuum shape.
(3) cD Galaxy GMP 4928 (NGC 4839) (SW): A fore-
ground object existing between +1600 and +2200 has been
excluded from the analysis. Weak H emission contami-
nates the H absorption index at radii > 2500.
(4) GMP 4822: Weak H emission contaminates the H
absorption index at radii > 600.
(6) GMP 2390: This galaxy hosts a kinematically decou-
pled, co-rotating core (see MSBW98). Weak, asymmet-
ric NI emission contaminates the Mgb index inside 300.
Slight H emission contaminates the H absorption index
at radii > 1000.
(7) GMP 2795: Weak H emission contaminates the H
absorption index at 200 − 400. The mean  from J99 is sig-
nicantly lower compared to our prole.
(8) GMP 3792: The inner \bump" of the hFei index is
caused by the varying focus of the spectrograph and could
not be corrected suciently.
(9) GMP 2629: The mean H index from J99 is signi-
cantly higher compared to our prole, while  is signi-
cantly lower.
(11) GMP 2000: Weak H emission contaminates the H
absorption index at 300 − 600.
(12) GMP 2413: Weak, asymmetric NI emission contami-
nates the Mgb index at 100. The inner \bump" of the hFei
index is caused by the varying focus of the spectrograph
and could not be corrected suciently.
(15) GMP 2417: The mean H index from J99 is signi-
cantly higher compared to our prole.
(18) GMP 4315: This galaxy shows strong and asymmetric
H emission, which is demonstrated in Fig. 5a. Since no
OIII emission is detected at all, these data clearly demon-
strate that it is not possible to correct for H emission via
OIII by applying the method suggested by G93.
(19) GMP 3073: The mean H and hFei indices from J99
are signicantly higher compared to our proles.
(20) GMP 1853: The mean  and hFei indices from J99
are signicantly higher compared to our proles.
(21) GMP 3201: Weak H emission contaminates the H
absorption index at radii > 3:500.
(22) GMP 3661: The hFei index proles could not be
corrected perfectly for the focus variation of the spectro-
graph.
(23) GMP 4679: The asymmetry in the hFei index is real.
There is no evidence for emission or systematic errors in
the continuum shape.
(24) GMP 3352: The Mgb and hFei index proles could
not perfectly be corrected for the focus variation of the
spectrograph.The mean H index from J99 is signicantly
lower compared to our prole.
(25) GMP 2535: Weak H emission contaminates the H
absorption index at radii > 400.
(26) GMP 3958: The mean H index from J99 is signi-
cantly higher compared to our proles.
(27) GMP 2776: The mean hFei index from J99 is signi-
cantly higher compared to our proles.
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Table 3. Log of the spectroscopic observations. Galaxy numbers as in Table 1. For galaxy No. 3 the spectra from run 3 and
6 are summed up; for galaxy Nos. 9 and 12 the spectra from run 1 and 4 are summed up. The seeing has been measured for
each single exposure. The maximum value detected in the most broadend spectrum for one galaxy is listed. The parameter Q
estimates the quality of the spectra: 1, very good; 2, good; 3, medium (see Fig. 4)
No. GMP No. NGC/IC No. DN Run Single exp. times Total exp. times PA Seeing Q
[s] [s] (N  E) (FWHM)
1 3329 NGC 4874 129 2 3 3600 10800 45 1.800 2
2 2921 NGC 4889 148 2 2 3600 + 1800 9000 81 2.200 2
3 4928 NGC 4839 31 1 2 3600 7200 63 1.800 3
2 2 2700 + 3350 8750 63 2.000 3
3 1800 63 1
6 1800 3600 63 2.800 1
4 4822 NGC 4841A 240 1 2 3600 + 2400 9600 105 1.500 2
5 1750 NGC 4926 49 1 3600 + 4500 + 2700 10800 60 1.800 2
6 2390 IC 4051 143 1 2 3600 + 2000 + 1600 10800 106 1.800 2
7 2795 NGC 4895 206 1 3 3600 10800 156 1.500 2
8 3792 NGC 4860 194 1 3600 + 1520 + 3000 + 2400 10520 127 1.400 2
9 2629 NGC 4896 232 1 2 3600 + 2010 7 2
4 3000 + 2850 15060 7 1.800 2
10 3561 NGC 4865 179 1 3 3000 + 1800 10800 115 1.800 2
11 2000 NGC 4923 78 3 2 3600 7200 77 2.200 1
12 2413 { 230 1 2700 + 2050 + 3000 25 2
4 2 3000 13750 25 1.800 2
13 4829 NGC 4840 46 1 3 3300 9900 106 1.500 2
14 3510 NGC 4869 105 3 2 3600 7200 169 2.500 1
15 2417 NGC 4908 167 3 2 3600 7200 55 2.500 1
16 2440 IC 4045 168 3 2300 + 2500 + 2000 6800 108 2.200 1
17 3414 NGC 4871 131 3 3120 + 3200 + 2400 8700 178 2.800 1
18 4315 NGC 4850 137 3 2 3600 7200 153 2.200 1
19 3073 NGC 4883 175 3 2 3600 7200 106 2.200 1
20 1853 { 190 4 3 3600 10800 88 1.600 2
21 3201 NGC 4876 124 4 2 4500 + 3600 12600 24 1.700 2
22 3661 { 13 5 4 3600 + 2400 16800 139 1.400 1
23 4679 { 75 5 2 4800 + 5700 15300 114 1.600 1
24 3352 NGC 4872 130 5 2 5400 + 3600 14400 111 1.500 1
25 2535 IC 4041 145 5 3 4800 14400 48 1.300 1
26 3958 IC 3947 72 5 3 4800 14400 102 1.500 1
27 2776 { 39 5 3 4800 14400 77 2.300 1
28 0144 NGC 4957 { 6 4300 + 4500 8800 91 1.500 1
29 0282 NGC 4952 { 6 4100 + 5000 9100 135 2.500 1
30 0756 NGC 4944 { 6 2 4500 9000 88 2.000 1
31 1176 NGC 4931 { 6 2 4500 9000 78 2.000 1
32 1990 { { 6 5100 + 4500 9600 135 2.200 1
33 5279 NGC 4827 { 6 4500 + 5330 9830 56 1.500 1
34 5568 NGC 4816 { 6 3600 + 3400 7000 78 1.200 1
35 5975 NGC 4807 { 6 4500 + 3000 7500 23 2.000 1
(34) GMP 5568: This galaxy hosts a kinematically decou-
pled, counter-rotating core (see MSBW98).
6. Comparison with literature
Kinematical radial proles for the three cD galaxies
GMP 3329 (NGC 4874), GMP 2921 (NGC 4889)
and GMP 4928 (NGC 4839) have already been
measured by Davies & Illingworth (1983), Davies
& Birkinshaw (1988) and Fisher et al. (1995).
Figures 7, 8 and 9 show the comparison with our
proles. No systematic dierences are found inside the er-
ror bars, except for the center of GMP 2921 (NGC 4889),
where the dierence in spectral resolution and slit width
could be responsible for the discrepancies observed.
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Fig. 6. a) Radial proles of the kinematical parameters along the major axis (folded). From bottom to top: line of sight mean
velocity v(r), line of sight velocity dispersion (r), third (H3(r)) and fourth (H4(r)) order coecient of the Gauss-Hermite
decomposition of the line of sight velocity distributions. b) Radial proles of the line indices (from bottom to top) H, [MgFe],
hFei and Mgb. For a few galaxies either the Mg2 or the NaD index prole is also shown. The symbol y indicates the index
proles where a focus correction has been applied. Because of this correction the proles appear smoother and the error bars
are sometimes larger than the internal scatter of the data. Filled circles and crosses refer to the two sides of the galaxy. Open
triangles (when present) show aperture corrected values from J99 inside the standard circular aperture having a diameter of
3.400. Following JFK95b, we converted this aperture radius rA in the \slit-equivalent" radius rL (see text), which is 1.200, 1.700
and 2.500 for the CA, McD, and MDM setups, respectively. The vertical dashed line (when present) shows the position of
ae = re=
p
1− re indicating the half light radius projected to the observed major axis. The long-dashed horizontal line shows
r = 0. Name, type, re and position angle of the galaxy are given at the top (left). The galaxy number indicated in Tables 1 and
3 are also shown at the top (right)
We also compared our velocity dispersion with the
aperture corrected mean values from J99. Therefore we
derived the mean values of our presented -proles
within the \slit-equivalent" radius (see Sect. 5).
Figure 10 shows the dierence between the mean
values (log ) = (log)thiswork − (log )J99 versus our
measured mean values inside the standard aperture. The
RMS scatter as well as the mean dierence are listed
in Table 4. No signicant oset between the two datasets
could be detected.
Radial line index proles have been measured
for the cD galaxies GMP 3329 (NGC 4874) and
GMP 4928 (NGC 4839) by Fisher et al. (1995, FFI95)
and Davies et al. (1993, DSP93). Figures 11 and 12 show
the comparisons with our data. As FFI95 also derived
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Fig. 6. continued
Fig. 7. The kinematical prole of GMP 3329 (NGC 4874) as
measured during run 2 (spectral resolution inst = 1.17 A,
lled triangles) compared to the data of Fisher et al. (1995,
spectral resolution inst = 2.77 A, open squares). The data are
folded with respect to the center and the same symbols are
used for the two sides of the galaxies
Fig. 8. The kinematical proles of GMP 2921 (NGC 4889) as
measured during run 2 (spectral resolution inst = 1.17 A, lled
triangles) compared to the data of Fisher et al. (1995, spectral
resolution inst = 4.68 A open squares) and the data of Davies
& Illingworth (1983, spectral resolution inst = 2.04 A, open
triangles). The data are folded with respect to the center and
the same symbols are used for the two sides of the galaxies
Fig. 9. The kinematical proles of GMP 4928 (NGC 4839) as
derived during runs 3 and 6 (spectral resolution inst = 1.17 A,
lled squares) and those from run 2 (spectral resolution inst
= 1.17 A, gray triangles) compared to the data of Fisher et al.
(1995, spectral resolution inst = 2.77 A, open squares), the
ones of Davies & Birkinshaw (1988, spectral resolution inst
= 5.11 A, stars) and the ones of Davies & Illingworth (1983,
spectral resolution inst = 2.04 A, open triangles). The data
are folded with respect to the center and the same symbols are
used for the two sides of the galaxies
the Mg1 index for GMP 4928 (NGC 4839) and the
C46683 index, for both galaxies we also measured these
indices for these two galaxies for comparison reasons. The
Mg indices compare well with previous works. Strong
systematic dierences of unclear origin are seen when
considering the H prole of GMP 3329 (NGC 4874).
The position angle of our observations at McD was the
same as that used by FFI95. Hence the possibility of
having investigated dierent areas of the galaxy can be
ruled out as the reason. We also checked whether there
is a systematic oset in our H index measured from
the McD data. This could also be excluded since the
H prole for the second comparison galaxy GMP 4928
(NGC 4839) derived from the McD data is not only
consistent with our CA data for this galaxy, but also
with results from FFI95 and DSP93 (Fig. 12). Hence we
conclude that there should also be no systematic error
in the H index we derived for GMP 3329 (NGC 4874)
from our McD data.
Additionally the C4668 prole of GMP 4928
(NGC 4839) derived by FFI95 shows a small sys-
tematic dierence to our proles derived from CA as well
as McD data.
We also compared our measured indices with the
aperture corrected mean values from J99. Again we
derived the mean values of our presented index{
proles within the \slit-equivalent" radius (see Sect. 5).
Figure 13 shows the dierence between the mean values
3 FFI95 as well as W94 called this index Fe4668. In publi-
cations after 1995 this index is C4668 as it turned out that it
actually depends more on carbon than on iron.
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Fig. 10. Comparison between the velocity dispersion measured
from our data and the aperture corrected mean values from
J99, within the circular standard aperture having a diameter
of 2rA = 3.4
00. The \slit-equivalent" radius rL is 1:200, 1:700
and 2.500 for the CA, McD, and MDM setup, respectively (see
text). Filled triangles are the cD galaxies.  is calculated as
\this work" - \literature"
Table 4. Results from the comparisons of our mean data within
the circular standard aperture (see text) with the mean values
given by J99.  is calculated as \this work" - \literature".
Listed are the mean and the rms of  as well as its mean er-
ror. () - J99 lists Mg2 for all our 27 galaxies, but we could
only derive reasonable radial proles for the 8 galaxies observed
during run 3 (see Sect. 4)
N hi rms () herri
log  27 0.017 0.039 0.028
Mgb 20 −0.08 A 0.27 A 0.25 A
Mg2 8
 0.005 mag 0.010 mag 0.008 mag
hFei 20 −0.11 A 0.32 A 0.22 A
H 26 −0.09 A 0.35 A 0.24 A
 index = indexthiswork − indexJ99 versus our measured
mean values inside the standard aperture. The rms scatter
as well as the mean dierences are listed in Table 4.
No signicant oset between the two datasets could be
detected.
7. Conclusions
We have presented long-slit spectroscopy of 35 early-type
galaxies of the Coma cluster. The high signal-to-noise of
the data allowed us to derive spatially resolved spectra
for a substantial sample of Coma galaxies for the rst
time. From these spectra we derived the kinematical pro-
les (line of sight velocities and velocity dispersions, third
and fourth Hermite coecients describing deviations from
a purely Gaussian velocity distributions) and the radial
line index proles (Mgb, hFei, H) out to 1re − 3re. CCD
photometry for 8 early-type objects of the outer region of
the cluster was also presented. The database will be used
in future papers to study the stellar populations, their ra-
dial distribution and the dynamics of early-type galaxies
as a function of cluster density.
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Appendix A: Photometric data
Here we present the results of the surface brightness and
isophotal shape analysis described in Sect. 2. Tables 5 to
12 are only available in electronic form at the CDS via
anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via
http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/Abstract.html and list follow-
ing parameter of the investigated galaxies:
a: Major axis distance from galaxy center.
b: Minor axis distance from galaxy center.
SB: Local surface brightness along a.
: Local ellipticity along a.
: Error of the local ellipticity .
PA Local position angle (N  E) along a.
 PA: Error of the local position angle PA.
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ai=a: the i-th Fourier coecients of the cosine function.
bi=a: the i-th Fourier coecients of the sine function.
fc: the error of the Fourier coecients ai=a and bi=a
as computed in BM87.
Appendix B: Spectroscopic data
Here we present the spectroscopic results described
in Sect. 5. Tables 13 to 82 are only available in
electronic form at the CDS via anonymous ftp to
cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via http://cdsweb.u-
strasbg.fr/Abstract.html. Tables 13 to 47 list following
kinematical parameter of the investigated galaxies:
r: Major axis distance from galaxy center.
v(r): Line of sight mean velocity.
v: Error of v(r).
: Line of sight velocity dispersion.
: Error of .
H3: Third order coecient of the Gaussian Hermite de-
composition of the line LOSVD.
H3: Error of H3.
H4: Fourth order coecient of the Gaussian Hermite de-
composition of the line LOSVD.
H4: Error of H4.
Tables 48 to 82 list following line indices of the investi-
gated galaxies:
r: Major axis distance from galaxy center.
H: H absorption index.
H: Error of H.
Mgb: Mgb absorption index.
Mgb: Error of Mgb.
< Fe >: <Fe> absorption index.
 < Fe >: Error of <Fe>.
[MgFe]: [MgFe] absorption index.
[MgFe]: Error of [MgFe].
Mg2: Mg2 absorption index (if measured).
Mg2: Error of Mg2.
NaD: NaD absorption index (if measured).
NaD: Error of NaD.
The galaxy number indicated in Tables 1 and 3 as well as
in Fig. 6 are given in brackets in the captions.
